
Failure to follow the instructions could result in damage to your lock
so please read carefully.

Hold the outside body in the horizontal position.
Remove the 4 red screws. Carefully remove the plate, as there
are many springs attached to it.

You must press in the C button from underneath until you have completed the code change,
as it is impossible to lift out or insert the code tumblers if you don't. Forcing them will
damage the lock.

There are blue tumblers (non-code) and red tumblers
(code). Your code is made up from the red tumblers
always prefixed by C to clear.
Never remove the C tumbler.

While continuing to press in the C button, using the
tweezers provided, lift out the code / non code tumblers
you wish to change.

When you re-insert the code/non code tumblers for your
new code you must continue to press in the C button.

While pressing in the C button make sure that the colored top end of
the tumbler is facing upwards. Match the shape of the tumbler to the exact cut insert of the
body.



Cut

Example:
The code is made up of the numbers
which have the red tumblers inserted
next to, this shows C2469X.
Remember the red tumblers are the
code and the blue tumblers are non-
code.

Using the tumblers
provided you can
change your code from
a
3 digit number up to a 7 digit number, always prefixed

by C to clear.
To increase, remove the blue and add the red.
To decrease, remove the red and add the blue.
(If you insert a tumbler in the wrong position, press in the C button and lift the tumbler
out.)

When you have completed changing your code, release the C button and
replace the plate carefully. Always test your new code before installing/re-
installing your lock to the door.




